Subjective quality assessment is considered a reliable method for quality assessment of distorted stimuli for several multimedia applications. The experimental methods can be broadly categorized into those that rate and rank stimuli. Although ranking directly provides an order of stimuli rather than a continuous measure of quality, the experimental data can be converted using scaling methods into an interval scale, similar to that provided by rating methods. In this paper, we compare the results collected in a rating (mean opinion scores) experiment to the scaled results of a pairwise comparison experiment, the most common ranking method. We find a strong linear relationship between results of both methods, which, however, differs between content. To improve the relationship and unify the scale, we extend the experiment to include cross-content comparisons. We find that the crosscontent comparisons reduce the confidence intervals for pairwise comparison results, but also improve the relationship with mean opinion scores.
Introduction
Subjective quality assessment is being used by many domains including psychology, medical applications, computer graphics, and multimedia. Regardless of the domain, it is regarded as a reliable method of quality assessment and it is often employed to collect "ground-truth" quality scores.
Two of the main methods of subjective quality assessment for multimedia content are direct rating and ranking. Direct rating methods ask the observers to assign scores to observed stimuli. They may involve displaying a single stimulus (absolute category rating (ACR), single stimulus continuous quality evaluation (SSCQE)), or displaying two stimuli (double stimulus impairment scale (DSIS), double stimulus continuous quality evaluation (DSCQE)). Ranking methods ask the observers to compare two or more stimuli and order them according to their quality. The most commonly employed ranking method is pairwise comparisons (PC). Pairwise comparisons were argued to be more suitable for collecting quality datasets because of the simplicity of the task and consistency of the results [1, 2] . Those works, however, did not consider an important step in analysis of pairwise comparison data, which is scaling pairs of comparisons onto an interval quality scale. In this work we analyze the importance of this step and demonstrate how it enables to yield a unified quality scale between rating and ranking methods.
The vast majority of studies employing the pairwise comparison method compare only the images depicting the same content, for example comparing different distortion levels applied to the same original image. This "apple-to-apple" comparison simplifies the observers' task, making results consistent within content. However, it also comes with some limitations. On one hand, assessing and scaling each content independently makes it difficult to obtain scores that correctly capture quality differences between conditions across different contents on a common quality scale. On the other hand, pairwise comparison capture only relative quality relations. Therefore, in order to assign an absolute value to such relative measurements, the experimenter needs to assume a fixed quality for a certain condition which is then used as reference for the scaling. As a result, the scaling error accumulates as conditions get perceptually farther from the reference.
In this work we study the effect of adding cross-content comparisons, showing that this not only does allow to unify the quality scale across content, but it also improves significantly the accuracy of scaled quality scores. In order to understand the effect of cross-content pairwise comparison, we conduct three different experiments using pairwise comparison and double stimulus impairment scale methodologies. There are three major findings of this paper:
• There is a strong linear relation between the mean opinion scores (MOS) obtained by direct rating, and scaled PC results; • The addition of cross-content comparisons to the traditional PC reduces error accumulation and increases accuracy when scaling PC results; • Cross-content comparisons align the PC scaling results of different contents to a common quality scale, reducing content dependency.
For this study, we use the high dynamic range (HDR) video quality dataset, presented in our previous work [3] . Detailed information on scaling, the video quality database used, and the results are presented in the following sections.
Related work
There has been a substantial amount of work comparing different methodologies for the subjective quality assessment. In [4] , Pinson and Wolf compared single-stimulus and doublestimulus continuous quality evaluation methods (SSCQE and double-stimulus continuous quality scale (DSCQS)) and found that the quality estimates are comparable to one another. In [5] , ACR, DSIS, DSCQS and SAMVIQ were compared. The authors found no significant differences between the compared methods.
The compared methods were also ranked for the assessment times and the ease of evaluation. It was found that from fastest to slowest, the ranking was ACR, DSIS, SAMVIQ, and DSCQS. The ease of evaluation analysis yielded a similar result with the exception that ACR with 11-point scale was the hardest to evaluate whereas ACR with 5-point scale was the easiest. SAMVIQ and ACR were further compared in [6] , and SAMVIQ was found to require fewer subjects and longer time compared to ACR. In the study of Mantiuk et al. [7] , four different subjective methods were compared: single-stimulus categorical rating (absolute category rating with hidden reference (ACR-HR)), double-stimulus categorical rating, forced-choice pairwise comparison, and pairwise similarity judgments. No significant difference was found between double-stimulus and single-stimulus methods, in agreement with the previous studies. The forced-choice pairwise comparison method was found to be the most accurate and requring the least experimental effort amongst the four compared methods.
The methodology of a subjective experiment depends on the intent and research problem. Although direct rating methods are able to obtain quality scores directly, ranking methods such as pairwise comparison offer additional preference information. There are several advantages in using pairwise comparison methodology. Since users are expected to choose one of the pairs (or "same" in some cases), PC does not require a quality scale. The users are able to decide faster compared to direct rating methods. Since the task is much more intuitive, the training of the subjects is simpler and less critical than for the rating methods.
JNDs and JODs
The results of paired comparisons are typically scaled in Just-Noticeable-Difference (JND) units [8, 9] . Two stimuli are 1 JND apart if 75% of observers can see the difference between them. However, we believe that considering measured differences as "noticeable" leads to an incorrect interpretation of the experimental results. Let us take as an example the two distorted images shown in Figure 1 : one image is distorted by noise, the other by blur. Both images are definitely noticeably different and intuitively they should be more than 1 JND apart. However, the question we ask in an image quality experiment is not whether they are different, but rather which one is closer to the perfect quality reference. Note that a reference image does not need to be shown to answer this question as we usually have a mental notion of how a high quality image should look like. Therefore, the data we collect does not measure visual differences between images, but rather it measures image quality difference in relation to a perfect quality reference. For that reason, we describe this quality measure as Just-Objectionable-Differences (JODs) [17] rather than JNDs. Note that the measure of JOD is more similar to the quality expressed as a difference mean opinion score (DMOS) rather than to JNDs.
Dataset & Experiment Setup
In this study, a dataset consisting of 60 compressed HDR videos was used. 5 original video sequences were compressed using HEVC Main 10 profile with three different color space conversions (RGB → Y'CbCr, ITP, and Ypu'v'). These sequences are then compressed using four different bitrates. Each video sequence was 10 seconds long, composed of two identical 5-second long video segments played twice in succession. The selection of the sequences was made to ensure a good variety in both image statistics, measured by image key (IK), dynamic range (DR), spatial (SI) and temporal (TI) perceptual information measures, and the image content. Readers can refer to our previous work [3] for other details on the compression scheme and the bitrate selection.
Experiment Setup
The experiments were conducted in a quiet and dark room conforming to ITU Recommendations [10, 11] . The ambient illumination of the room was set to ∼2 lux. The luminance of the screen when turned off was 0.03 cd/m 2 . A calibrated HDR SIM2 HDR47ES4MB 47" display with 1920 × 1080 pixel resolution was used in its native HDR mode. The subject's distance from the screen was fixed to three heights of the display, with the observers' eyes positioned zero degrees horizontally and vertically from the center of the display [11] .
Four different experiments were conducted for this study to understand the effect of cross-content comparison and relation between MOS and JOD values. These experiments share a common set of parameters in addition to those of test room. The stimuli were presented as pairs with a side-by-side representation. A gray screen was shown before each pair for 2 seconds. The stimuli were presented, and the viewers were asked to vote. The duration of voting was not limited. A training session was conducted before each test, and the duration of the tests was less than 30 minutes including the training. All of the observers were screened and reported normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity.
Subjective Experiments a. Standard pairwise comparisons experiment
The first experiment conducted was a pairwise comparison experiment with incomplete design. In this experiment, a pair of videos with two consecutive bitrates from the same color space or with the same bitrate from two different color spaces was compared, as shown in Figure 2 (a). In order to keep the experiment short, other pair combinations were not included in this test. These comparisons were made only within the same content.
In total, 65 videos were compared in 240 pairs (including mirrored versions). In order to keep each session under 30 minutes, the tests were conducted in two sessions. The order of the pairs were randomized for each session and the second session comprised of the mirrored versions of the videos of the first session. The duration of each session of the tests was approximately 30 minutes. There were 18 participants (14 male, 4 female) with an average age of 29.44. Since the other experiments have 15 participants, in order to keep the number of the participants the same in all of the experiments, opinion scores of 3 random participants were removed from the results of this experiment. Readers can refer to our previous work [3] for more information.
b. Double stimulus impairment scale
In order to analyze the pairwise comparison scaling results and understand whether these scaling results are comparable to the quality scores, a second experiment was conducted following the double stimulus impairment scale (DSIS) methodology. In this second experiment, DSIS Variant I methodology with a sideby-side presentation was used. A continuous scale ([0,100], 100 corresponding to "Imperceptible") was used instead of a categorical one (5 point impairment scale). All of the distorted videos were compared with the non-distorted reference video, as shown in Figure 2 (b) with black arrows.
A total of 120 pairs were compared (included mirrored versions). In order not to distract the viewers, left or right side selected and original videos were always placed on the selected side for each viewer. To avoid any contextual effects, the original videos were presented on the left side of the display for half of the viewers and on the right side for the other half of the viewers. The duration of the DSIS tests was approximately 18 minutes. In total, 15 people (8 male, 7 female) with the mean age of 26.87 participated in the test.
c. Pairwise comparisons with cross-content pairs
A third experiment was conducted in order to analyze and understand the effects of cross-content pairwise comparison. We were motivated to run such cross-content comparison experiment after observing that such comparisons are indirectly performed in the DSIS methodology. When viewers rate sequences, they judge the quality in relation to all other sequences they have seen, also the sequences presenting different content. Viewers were introduced the compression artifacts in the training part, and they were asked "Which one of the pairs have a better quality in terms of compression artifacts?". In order to keep the experiment short, we compared videos with different contents at the same bitrate, as shown in Figure 2(c) .
In order to conduct the test in one session and within 30 minutes, only videos encoded using Y'CbCr color space were compared, and the test set consisted of a total of 80 pairs (included mirrored versions). The duration of the tests was approximately 20 minutes. 15 people (8 male, 7 female) with an average age of 27.73 took part to the test.
d. Pairwise comparisons with same-content pairs
In order to find the effect of the addition of cross-content pairs on confidence intervals, we conducted a fourth experiment with additional same-content pairs. In this experiment, a pair of videos with two consecutive bitrates (excluding reference) from the same color space was compared. The design was similar to Figure 2 (a) except the comparison to reference videos and acrosscolorspace comparisons. For a fair comparison of confidence intervals, we tried to match the number of comparisons for samecontent and cross-content cases, and 90 pairs (included mirrored versions) were compared by 15 subjects (8 male, 7 female) with an average age of 29.
Scaling Pairwise Comparison Data
The results of a pairwise comparison experiment can be gathered in a preference matrix, also known as a comparison matrix. Its elements contain the counts of how many times one condition is voted as better than the other. These preference matrices can be used to find a quality score for each condition using one of several scaling methods [12, 13, 14, 15] .
Commonly, pairwise comparison experiments are described by either of the two models: Bradley-Terry model [12] or Thurstone's model [13] . Bradley-Terry model finds the quality, or rating, of each stimulus which satisfies ∑ N i=1 π i = 1 and P(i > j) = π i π i +π j , where N is the total number of stimuli and π i is the quality of stimulus i. It assumes that the difference between the quality of two stimuli i and j, π i − π j , has a logistic distribution. Thurstone's model, on the other hand, assumes that people may have different opinions about each stimulus and the quality, or rating, of each stimulus can be estimated with a Gaussian distribution. Thurstone [13] considers five different cases which have different properties. The most commonly used case is Case V which assumes that each option has equal variance and equal (or zero) correlations.
Other scaling methods proposed are generally based on these two models. Lee et al. [14] proposed Paired Evaluation via Analysis of Reliability (PEAR) which is based on Bradley-Terry model. It computes the quality scores and their confidence intervals using the distribution of winning frequencies and ties. The scores are then found by maximizing the log-likelihood function. Tsukida and Gupta [15] compare several methods based on both BradleyTerry and Thurstone's model, such as least-square estimation, maximum likelihood estimation, and maximum a posteriori estimation.
In this paper, we use pwcmp, an open source software 1 for scaling pairwise comparison results. This software estimates the quality scores using a Bayesian method, which employs a maximum-likelihood-estimator to maximize the probability that the collected data explains the quality scores under the Thurstone Case V assumptions. It is robust against the incomplete and unbalanced designs and it can scale the pairs which have a unanimous agreement. The preference probabilities are converted to quality scores considering that the probability of 0.75 (mid-point between random guess (0.5) and certainty (1)) maps to 1 just objectionable difference (JOD). The software also computes the confidence intervals using bootstrapping. Due to the relative nature of the pairwise comparison experiment, JOD values are relative. Therefore, we always fix the undistorted reference image at 0, and the distorted stimuli have negative JOD values. The details on the scaling method can be found in [17] .
Is Scaling Necessary?
Scaling methods are not always used to convert a preference matrix into quality and some researchers used alternative methods. In [1] and [2] , the quality values are estimated by counting the times one stimulus was preferred over another. However, this approach requires a complete experiment design, in which all pairs are compared, or a heuristic that would infer missing comparisons. In contrast to vote counts, scaling methods introduce an additional step of converting preference probabilities into an interval quality scale. In order to understand the difference between vote counts and the results of scaling, we compare both to the collected MOS values. We convert the results of the first pairwise comparison experiment to vote counts by counting how many times one condition was prefered over another.
To simulate how it was done in [1, 2] , the missing comparisons are populated by the following operations: V (A,C) = min(V (A, B) ,V (B,C)) and V (C, A) = min(V (B, A),V (C, B)) where V (x, y) is the number of votes in the preference matrix, provided that comparison of A and C is missing, but they are both compared to B. The resulting scores are presented in Figure 3 . The plots show that PC scaling (in this case, JOD) scores are well correlated to MOS values whereas the quality estimates according to the number of votes is not correlated well. Considering this result, it can be claimed that using a scaling method yields results that are better correlated with MOS values.
Comparison of MOS and PC Scaling
Although the mean opinion scores (MOS) are commonly used for the analysis of the subjective quality experiment results, there are several drawbacks of MOS values. The outcome of the MOS experiment strongly depends on the training procedure used to familiarize participants with the quality scale. Because of the differences in this training phase, measured scores are relative and are different for each session. The MOS values can result in different scales according to the instructor who does the training and also according to the experiment design. As it has been noticed in [16] , MOS values coming from different datasets may not be comparable with each other. While combining different datasets, an alignment step is often necessary; however, this is usually overlooked. Pairwise comparison scaling in general, and JOD scaling used in this paper in particular, does not require training and, in principle, should give consistent results for each session. Since pairwise comparison is a much more straightforward procedure, JOD values should be comparable between different datasets.
Results & Discussion

Linear Relationship Between MOS and PC Scaling
The preference matrices of the PC experiments were found and JOD scores were estimated using pwcmp software. These JOD values were found using three different sets of PC data. JOD Standard was found using the data acquired in the withincontent PC experiment shown in Figure 2 (a). JOD SC was found using only the "same-content" pairs by combining the standard PC data and the 90 additional same-content pairs. JOD CC , on the other hand, was found using the combined data acquired in both the standard (same-content) and the cross-content PC experiments, where CC stands for "cross-content". This combination for JOD CC includes the pairs connected with black and gray arrows shown in Figure 2 The results show that there is a strong relationship between MOS values and JOD scores. As presented in Figure 4 , JOD scores and MOS values show almost linear behavior for all contents. Furthermore, the introduction of cross-content pairs in- 
Reduced Content Dependency
In both Figure 4 and 5, the slopes of the best fitted line are found for each content. In order to find the effect of the addition of cross-content pairs, the variance of these slopes was found. Variance of the slopes in the case of JOD SC was 2.7972 and in the case of JOD CC was 0.6445. Another metric, Std p2l , was computed for each sub-figure presented. It is calculated as Std p2l = mean(d(P, l) 2 ) where d(·) is the perpendicular distance from point P to line l. In the case of sub-figures (a)-(e), Std p2l was computed considering the dashed violet line, i.e., the best linear fit when all the contents are considered together. It is clear that the addition of cross-content pairs decrease the variance of the slopes of the best fitted line for each content and Std p2l as well, thus bringing JOD scores closer on a common quality scale. 
Reduced Error Accumulation
In order to analyze the change in CI, average CI values are reported in Table 1 . Since the CI does not change with respect to the color space much, the CI values were averaged for the same bitrate. The last column of Table 1 shows that the CIs are decreased for almost every case up to 30-60%, especially at higher bitrates where scaling error would instead accumulate in the standard PC. With cross-content comparisons, the CI size becomes more uniform across different levels of quality.
All the results indicate that the scaling of the pairwise comparison data yields JOD scores that are highly correlated to MOS values acquired in the DSIS experiment. The introduction of cross-content pairs make JOD more uniform, and reduce the confidence intervals.
Conclusion
Subjective quality assessment is considered as the most reliable approach for multimedia quality assessment. Although there are several different methodologies for measuring the subjective quality, pairwise comparison methodology is considered to be one of the simplest, yet most precise, of all the well-known method- ologies. The results of pairwise comparison experiments can also be converted to numerical quality scores after a process called scaling.
In this study, we propose to add cross-content comparisons in pairwise comparison methodology to reduce the error accumulation that occurs during scaling. We present the results of four different experiments and analyze the effect of the proposed crosscontent comparisons. Results show that the scaling performance improves and the confidence intervals reduce when cross-content pairs are introduced.
With the addition of cross-content pairs, pairwise comparison methodology can be used effectively for multimedia subjective quality assessment instead of direct rating methods which yields MOS values. Pairwise comparison methodology does not suffer from the quality scale difference as does MOS experiments, and JOD score can be used as a more robust representation of subjective quality.
